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Abstract. Prediction quality and runtime performance are
important performance indicators for diagnosis algorithms. In
this paper, we propose a new method, which is called ClusDiag (Cluster-Based Constraint Ordered Direct Diagnosis)
which can improve both indicators. ClusDiag has a learning phase to find a constraint ordering heuristic. After the
learning phase, a diagnosis is found by applying the direct
diagnosis algorithm FastDiag on an inconsistent constraint
set where the constraints are reordered with respect to the
constraint ordering heuristic.
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Introduction

When a constraint set is inconsistent, there is no solution for
the corresponding constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) [5].
In this case, a diagnosis is required to make the CSP solvable
(s.t. at least one solution can be found). Direct diagnosis algorihms find diagnosis without finding the minimal conflict
sets. In diagnosis identification, the most important aspects
are the runtime performance of the algorithm and the prediction quality of the result [4].
We propose a new method called ClusDiag which can
find a diagnoses using cluster-specific [12] constraint ordering heuristics that are exploited by direct diagnosis search (in
our case by the FastDiag algorithm). These heuristics help
to increase the efficiency of diagnosis determination in two
different aspects: runtime performance and prediction quality.
Time-efficient heuristics find diagnoses faster, whereas prediction quality-efficient heuristics help to find a diagnosis that
can be used to provide solutions which are more likely accepted by the user.
Prediction quality-efficient heuristics can be learned based
on user interaction logs that contain information on which
solution trade-offs were acceptable in the case of inconsistent user requirements. In order to determine the prediction
quality of heuristics during the learning phase, we use user
interaction data collected within the scope of a user study.
Entries in this dataset consist of specified user requirements
inconsistent with the knowledge base and corresponding solutions finally selected by the user. In the mentioned user study,
we first asked users to specify the customer requirements (or
constraints) and then to select alternative solutions if their
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requirements could not be fulfilled by the underlying configuration knowledge base (represented as a product table).
In our approach we differentiate between two phases: (1)
in the offline phase, clustering and learning of cluster-specific
heuristics for direct diagnosis (in our case FastDiag) is performed, (2) in the online phase, our dataset of user interactions is used to evaluate the performance of FastDiag with
regard to the aspects of runtime performance and prediction
quality.
In order to evaluate the performance of ClusDiag, we applied the algorithm on the dataset collected within the scope
of our user study. In order to evaluate the prediction quality
of the algorithm in combination with a specific constraint ordering heuristic, we analyzed whether a predicted diagnosis
leads to a solution selected by the user.
The contributions of our paper are the following. First, the
prediction quality of direct diagnosis algorithms can be improved based on our clustering-based learning approach for
constraint ordering. Second, our approach can also improve
the runtime performance of direct diagnosis search.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce a working example to show the basic
ClusDiag approach. In Section 3 we report the results of
evaluating the approach with regard to runtime performance
and prediction quality. The paper is concluded with a discussion of related and future work.
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Working Example

To show the basic ClusDiag approach, we introduce a simple working example. In this example, there are five products
available in the product catalog of a shop and each product
is further characterized by values related to the three features f 1, f 2, and f 3 as shown in Table 1. We know about six
previous customer requirement specifications that lead to an
inconsistency, i.e., no solution could be found (see Table 2).
Inconsistency in this context means that there does not exist
a product in the product table that supports the properties
specified by the requirements. Note that for simplicity we assume the existence of equality constraints that specify the relationship between customer requirements and product properties (e.g., cs1.f 1.val = p1.f 1.val). Furthermore, we assume
that the set of features describing customer requirements and
product properties is equivalent.
Finally, we know which products were selected by the customers after changing their initial requirements in such a way
that the new set of requirements is consistent with the product table, i.e., at least one product could be found (see Table
3).

f1
f2
f3

Table 1.
features.

p1
1000
1400
1200

p2
1000
1200
870

p3
600
1000
1450

p4
600
1000
720

p5
1200
1600
1100

s.1
s.2
s.3
s.4
s.5

Product table with five products where each has three

items
cs1
cs1,cs2
cs1,cs2,cs3
cs1,cs2,cs3
cs1,cs2,cs3

Table 4.
cust.1
cs1
f1=1400
f2=1000
f3=1000

Table 2.

2.1

cust.2
cs2
f1=1000
f2=700
f3=700

cust.3
cs3
f1=1400
f2=900
f3=900

cust.4
cs4
f1=900
f2=700
f3=700

cust.5
cs5
f1=900
f2=700
f3=700

cus.6
cs6
f1=500
f2=300
f3=300

i.1
i.2

Clustering Phase

In the clustering phase, we cluster similar customer requirements using the former user interaction data (in our working
example, this data is represented by Tables 2 and 3). We are
now able to apply k-means clustering on the customer requirements.
K-means clustering creates k clusters where it minimizes
the sum of squares of distances between cluster elements [9] as
shown in Formula 1 where k is the number of target clusters,
S is a cluster set, µi is the average value of cluster elements
in S i , and x is a cluster element in S i .
k X
X

kx − µi k

2

(1)

i=1 x∈S i

In k-means clustering, the difference (or distance) between
two cluster elements x and y with multiple attributes can be
calculated based on the Euclidean Distance (n-dimensional)
[2] as shown in the Formula 2 where xj is the j th attribute of
x and y j is the j th attribute of y.
v
uX
u n
x−y =t
(xj − y j )2

(2)

j=1

In our working example, we set the parameters of the kmeans clustering algorithm as follows: k=2, i.e., two clusters,
maximum number of iterations of k-means clustering: 3. In
our working example, k-means clustering is applied to the
data mentioned in Table 2.
First, we create the mentioned two clusters and assign the
two items with the highest pairwise distance (see Formula
2) as initial cluster elements. The remaining items are now
examined in sequence and assigned to the cluster to which
they are closest, in terms of Euclidean distance to the cluster
mean (or centroid). The mean vector is recalculated each time
a new member is added to a cluster and after five steps we
established the two clusters as shown in Table 4.
After having created the clusters we cannot yet be sure
that each item has been assigned to the right cluster. So, we
compare each item’s distance to its own cluster mean and
to that of the other cluster. Only item cs2 is nearer to the
mean of the other cluster (cluster2) than to its own cluster
(cluster1).
The iterative relocation would now continue up to defined
number of maximum iterations. However, in this example each
item is now nearer its own cluster mean than to that of the
cust.1
p1

Table 3.
ble 2).

cust.2
p1

cust.3
p2

cust.4
p5

cust.5
p4

cluster2
items
centroid
cs6
[500,300,500]
cs6
[500,300,500]
cs6
[500,300,500]
cs6,cs4
[700,500,500]
cs6,cs4,cs5
[766,566,566]

Clustering customer requirements in five steps.

other cluster and the iteration stops after no further adaptations are needed.

Inconsistent constraint sets of six past customers.

min

cluster1
centroid
[1400,1000,1000]
[1200,850,850]
[1266,866,866]
[1266,866,866]
[1266,866,866]

cus.6
p2

Products finally selected by customers (specified in Ta-

cluster1
items
centroid
cs1,cs2,cs3
[1266,866,866]
cs1,cs3
[1400,950,950]

Table 5.

2.2

cluster2
items
centroid
cs6,cs4,cs5
[766,566,566]
cs6,cs4,cs5,cs2
[825,600,600]

Iterations of relocating constraint sets.

Learning Phase

After clustering the user requirements specified in the user
interaction log (see Table 2), we apply a genetic algorithm
for learning two different constraint ordering heuristics: one
for optimizing the prediction quality of direct diagnosis and
the other one for optimizing the runtime performance per
cluster.2
In the working example, the genetic algorithm learns constraint ordering heuristics for improving the prediction quality. Prediction quality in our case is measured in terms of
precision ([8]), i.e., the overall share of correct diagnosis predictions (diagnoses that lead to a product that also has been
selected by the user) in relation to the total number of diagnosis predictions (determined by FastDiag on the basis of the
constraint ordering within a cluster). We initialize the genetic
algorithm with the parameters population size = 2, maximum
number of generations = 2, mutation rate = 0.015, uniform
rate = 0.5, and target fitness value = 1.
In the first generation, for cluster-1, we create two (since
population size is set to two) random constraint orderings:
[c2,c1,c3], [c3,c2,c1]. Then one by one we use these constraint
orderings as constraint orderings in the direct diagnosis algorithm FastDiag [6]. The prediction quality of the [c2,c1,c3]
for cs1 is calculated 0.5, which means the average of the diagnosis algorithm’s prediction qualities of cluster elements
(where the constraint ordering heuristic [c2,c1,c3] is applied)
is 0.5.
We calculate the precision values for all constraint orderings in the populations of each generation and select the best
individuals (individual is constraint ordering in our case) in
the populations.

gen.0
gen.1
gen.2

Table 6.

cluster1
ordering
fitness
[c2,c3,c1]
0.4
[c3,c2,c1]
0.5
[c3,c2,c1]
0.5

cluster2
ordering
fitness
[c3,c2,c1]
0.3
[c3,c2,c1]
0.3
[c1,c3,c2]
0.6

Learning constraint ordering heuristic for each cluster.

After 2 generations (maximum number of generations is
set to 2), the genetic algorithm stops. Then we can use the
best constraint ordering learned by the genetic algorithm. As
shown in Table 6, the best constraint ordering for cluster1 is
[c3,c2,c1] whereas [c1,c3,c2] for cluster2.
2

Combined heuristics allowing tradeoffs between runtime performance and prediction quality will be analyzed within the scope
of our future work.

We apply the same algorithm for learning constraint ordering heuristics for runtime performance. In this case we set the
target fitness value to 0 because this time the fitness value is
the runtime which we aim to minimize this time.

2.3

Application Phase

In the offline phase, we focus on cluster generation and learning of heuristics for direct diagnosis. Now, in the online phase,
we apply our heuristics to a new inconsistent set of customer
requirements.
cs new

c1
f1=1200

c2
f2=1000

c3
f3=1000

Table 7. A new set of customer requirements (represented in
terms of constraints).

In the working example, we need to find a diagnosis with a
high prediction quality since our aim is to find a product of
high relevance for the customer.
First, we find a cluster that is closest to the new set of customer requirements cs new[1200,1000,1000]. This is cluster1
with centroid [1400,950,950]. Then, we apply the identified
optimal constraint ordering for cluster1 (which is [c3,c2,c1])
to cs new. The reordered constraint set is cs new reordered =
{(f3=1000), (f2=1000), (f1=1200)}.
When we apply the FastDiag algorithm to
cs new reordered, we find the diagnosis {c1,c3}. After
removing the diagnosis from the constraint set, we have
cs new reordered diagnosed = {(f2=1000)}. According to
this new constraint set, there are two solutions available in
the product table which are p3 and p4.
After applying the diagnosis by removing them from the
customer’s inconsistent constraint set, we can find two products which can be recommended.
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Evaluation

FastDiag [6] also determines minimal diagnoses but does this
without the need of identifying minimal conflict sets.
De Kleer et al. [3] introduce a probability-based approach
to estimate relevant diagnoses. This approach is based on traditional hitting set based diagnosis determination, i.e., is in
the need of predetermining conflict sets.
Methods to find approximate solutions for diagnosis tasks
are introduced, for example, in [1, 14]. In contrast to our approach, approximate solutions do not guarantee the minimality of diagnoses. Since the initial version of HSDAG introduced by [12], a couple of algorithms have been proposed to
increase the efficiency of the inital version – see, for example,
[15].
The authors of [11] focus on interactive settings where users
of constraint-based applications are confronted with situations where no solution can be found. In this context, the
authors propose an approach to determine representative sets
of diagnoses, i.e., diagnoses that cover as much as possible all
potential faulty elements of the solution space. Direct diagnosis as used in our work focuses on constraint orderings that
help to increase the probability of finding diagnoses relevant
for the user. Focusing on such leading diagnosis is not the
central focus of the work presented in [11].
Authors of [7] present an algorithm for computing a generalization of conflict-based explanations of inconsistency for the
QCSP (Quantified Constraint Satisfaction Problem) which is
a generalization of the classical CSP in which some of the
variables can be universally quantified.
Direct diagnosis is an approach to omit conflict detection
and directly determine diagnoses without the need to identify the corresponding conflict sets. FastDiag [6] is a diagnosis algorithm that supports direct diagnosis. It is based on
a divide-and-conquer strategy with a number of consistency
checks similar to QuickXplain [10]. QuickXplain [10] itself
is a conflict detection algorithm that helps to identify minimal conflict sets. Similar to FastDiag, the algorithm relies
on a linear ordering of the constraints. It is often used in
combination with HSDAG to determine diagnoses [13].

In order to evaluate ClusDiag, we applied our approach to a
dataset collected within the scope of a user study - the dataset
comprises 264 different inconsistent requirements specifications and the corresponding products users (study participants) selected after changing their requirements. In the mentioned user study, the product table consisted of 30 digital
cameras which were described by 10 features.
We compared the mentioned two versions of ClusDiag
with each other and with the FastDiag algorithm with randomized constraint ordering (baseline version). Figure 1 shows
a comparison of ClusDiag-enhanced FastDiag (FastDiag
that exploits the cluster-based constraint ordering heuristics)
and a basic FastDiag version (constraints are ordered randomly) with regard to prediction quality. In Figure 2, we show
the comparison of the runtime performance of FastDiag with
the corresponding clustering-supported version of the algorithm (in this case, heuristics were optimized with regard to
algorithm runtime performance).
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Related Work

Most widely known algorithms for the identification of minimal diagnoses are QuickXplain [10] for predetermining minimal conflict sets which are used by a hitting set based approach such as HSDAG [13] to compute minimal diagnoses.

Conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced a new diagnosis approach
called ClusDiag that increases the efficiency of direct diagnosis algorithms with respect to prediction quality and runtime
by applying cluster-specific constraint ordering heuristics.
As future work, we will test our approach with different
clustering techniques such as hierarchical clustering. Furthermore we will include further optimization criteria for learning constraint ordering heuristics. For example, we will learn
constraint ordering heuristics that support trade-offs between
runtime performance and prediction quality.
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